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REBELS TUR
TO PEACEFUL

tinder joint federal indictment chargof
ing conspiracy to export munitions
iwar from the United States to Mexico,
!was begun here today in the United
Stales district court. Ramon P. Deni- !
Igiri, a representative of the constitu-Uiomilists of Sonora, and J. L. Perez,!
jwho were indicted with the defendants
in the present trial, but who pleaded
iimiltv. were the chief witnesses for
'
the government!
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Washington, D. C, Dec. 4. Oppon-jent- s
be
of woman suffrage appean-fore the house rules committee today
FLOOD
to argue why a committee on woman
i
suffrage should not be creaied by the
house. The delegation was headed by
A
SUFFRAPOLICE
OUTWIT
OVER
MILITANT
WILL
RUN
PROPERTY
LOSS
Mrs. A. M. Dodge, of New York, who
LaredTTet
hun
was reelected president of
most of
and thirty-ondred
refugees,
GETTES
WHO HAO PLANNED TO yesterday
THAN A REPUBLICANS
MORE
MILLION
DOLLARS,
SCORE
the national association opposed to SOLDIERS ON STRIKE DUTY PAID
PROBLEMS OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT
whom were wealthy Mexicans, arrived
TO PREVENT HER ARREST UPON women suffrage. Speakers lor Ihe opHUNDREDS
AND
DOZEN
FOR THE FIRST TWENTY DAYS'
DEAD,
They said
AND here today from Monterey.
ON CURRENCY MEASURE, AND
CARRANZA
FACE
NOW
ponents declared working women
fighting :it any time might, begin at
HER ARRIVAL
FROM HER were opposed to the franchise because
THE RAIN TURNS TO
-STORM PLAYS HAVOC
SERVICE
METHODS
ROLLER
IN
STEAM
THE
CONFER
WILL
Monterey.
WHO
VILLA,
they would lose more than they would
A Presbyterian
minister named
AMERICAN
TOUR.
SNOW IN NORTH.
IN CAMPS.
SOME STRIKE BREAK.
USED TO SECURE AN EARLY VOTE
gain. This was in answer to the stateCHIHUAHUA -T- ROOPS READY FOR Mora, an
Aniericnu citizen, from
ment of the suffragists that the work-was reported ar-- j
j Brownsville,
Texas,
THIS
flN
IFnrciATlflN
ERS REFUSE TO WORK.
AT MARFA.
ins women needed the franchise and
FEDERALS
fcbMiwhin
ri
rested by federals at Monterey with
was strongly in favor of it.
HEAVY SEA AIDS
his two sons. They were charged SEVERE SNOW STORM
Mrs. Arthur Dodge, the leader of
jwith being enemies of ihe govern-ImenOWEN AND
IN MAKING ARREST the
movement, had SECRETARY WILSON IS
THE RELEASE OF TWO
The three were released on
IN ROCKY MOUNTAINS LEWIS,
charge of presenting arguments, She
demand of the American consul at
REED MAKE REPLY
said (lie speakers represented "more
STILL TRYING FOR PEACE
AMERICANS DEMANDED Monterey.
Exeter, Eng., Dec. 4. .Mrs. L'mnie- - than ninety thousand American worn- Tells Experiences
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 4. The death
line Pankliurst, the militant suffragette en, all over voting age." This Mrs.
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 4. Mrs. John lists from the floods was increased to
Washington, 1). C, Dec. 4. Charges leader was lodged today in Exeter jail, Dodge said, was all the more remark- Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 1. State audJuarez, Mex., Dec. 4 While looting B. Sanford, wife of the British vice twenty today, when seven negroes
r
of consul at Monterey. Mexico,
while were drowned at Hoarne. Boats were by Senator Cummins that the Dem-- ! The police who arrested her on board able, because we women are of a class itor Roady Kenehan and State
by isolated bands or confiscation
"
M. J. Leddy today superintended
here on her way to her home in out this afternoon at llearne rescuing ociats had approached "dangerously the Majestic on her arrival from New not eager to organize
property by the rebels may continue
York outwitted the women sympathizMiss Alice Hill Chittenden of New the distribution of $.12,000 among the
the days of fighting in northern Mex- Springfield, 111., today told her exper- many persons caught in their homes. near a conspiracy against the rights
who had been watching to resist York, declared
er all the people" ili taking caucus
the equal suffrage soldiers of the Colorado National
iences in the recent battle at Monte
ico are numbered, so far as the presIn central Texas, where high water
on the currency bill, marked the her arrest. After she and the officers question was not a federal one; that Guard. 'Ihe sum represented Ihe solent revolution is concerned, according rey.
the three lives and caused tion
taken
has
sen- - landed from a tug at dock on the Ta- it should be left to the stutes.
Miss diers pay for the first twenty days of
to opinions expressed by rebel leaders
"Two days before Thanksgiving," tremendous damage, the flood wbb re- opening of today's Bession of the
mar river, tney started on: in tun di- Chittenden said that there were more service in the present coal strike. The
'she said, "we tried to flee from our ceding this afternoon. Rescue parties ate.
today.
but afterward than two and a half million women of soldiers at Camp San Rafael marched
"This bill has been considered else- rection of London,
General Francisco Villa's assertion house because of scattering shot and were proceeding steadily at their work.
and passed elsewhere" he said. changed their route and made direct voting age in New York, the majority to Trinidad in a blinding snow storm
where
that there is not much more to fight the rebels opened fire on us. AVhile
f
t)VVMPVPT1
mill
VP
limirirorf
of them foreign born and that the.
and through two feet of snow to re"There will be no real debate iu (his for this city and reached their destifor in the north because of the bank- stretched full length on the floor that
sous marooned in au.International and
nation without encountering any obwomen believed it had hot ceive their pay. Detachments in outrupt condition of the federal army, we might not be targets, my husband Great Northern train all night near chamber; it will be Bimply a farce, r struction.
so
been left to the other states of the. lying districts will be relieved this
which caused them to evacuate
hesitate to participate In it, for I do
tore up the kitchen floor and we dropAided by Elements.
Marlin, were rescued this afternoon. not want to give it, before the coununion to say whether they had been afternoon to enable them to come to
important a city as Chihuahua, has ped into the cellar.
Plymouth, Eng., Dec. 4 Wind and added to the New York electorate.
The crest of the Brazos flood passed try, the color of actual deliberation. 1
Trinidad for their money.
Expense
spread among the rebels. What most
Waco and the Colorado river was re- cannot believe the American people sea today helped the police to evade
"Women," said she, "has attained bills', amounting to $S,000 were, also
immediately concerns the constituwho
had
the
of
The
posse
Austin.
suffragettes
highwater will for a long period tolerate this lewhat she today without the vote. The paid,
tionalist party now is the elaboration THE DAY IN CONGRESS ceding at
planned to prevent the rearrest of women who oppose equal suffrage are
reached San Antonio this morning but
This emof its civil government.
by a caucus."
An unprecedented fall of snow durgislation
the
Mrs.
under
Emmeline
Pankliurst
not
did
continue
long.
the flood stage
not. drones, nor parasites, sitting home
braces a more systematized customs
Senator Lewis retorted that, SenSenate.
tho past twelve hours has caused
ing
act.
of
mouse"
"cat
and
the
The rain continued.
with our
but real conserva- much
to be enforced along the border. The
Met at tn a. m.
ator Cummins had sanctioned similar provision
A heavy sen was running in
hardship among the soldiers
the tionists ofknitting,
iu
women's
the
of
rebels hold all the important border
while
position
caucus methods
currency
governor
Adoption of Democratic
and suffering in the tent colonies of
harbor when the steamship Majestic
con- 4.
Dec.
Rainfall
a
as
citizen."
Tex.,
towns except Nuevo Laredo and
Dallas,
it.
Sen
bill program went over another day.
Iowa, but Mr. Cummins denied
tho strikers. The hospital tent at
anchored shortly after noon. , The community,
To give woman the ballot, she be
Negras, opposite Texas. There
Republicans senators attacke.1 the turned touay in tne noou Districts uijator 0wen, defending the caucus ac waves, while they did not affect, the
Camp San Rafael collapsed early tolieved, would "make her a mere spoke
Central Texas, adding to the menace tioli declared the Democrats had
remains also to be put iu force a Democratic caucus.
day and a little later two big horse
powerful police tug, were too much for in the
nf hiirh waters, which already have
uniform currency system, for new
political machinery."
House.
tents fell, creating a panic among the
adopted the most "direct, efficient the little motor boat, which the miliconin
deare
Mrs.
of
Robert
IP,
propGarrett
federal
currency
cost
and
about
rebel
lives and
$1,000,000
Maryland,
Met at noon.
and simple way of securing legisla- tant suffragettes had engaged to head
mounts and artillery horses.
cavalry
in
women
that
of
clared
thousands
of
her
kind
one
being acceptable
flict,
Rules committee gave a hearing to erty damage.
tion" after congress had for months off the police. The occupants, who
in scanty attire, were
The
soldiers,
anothin
kind
sufnuec-woman
another
slate
new
one place and
actively opposed
Tlie most important
fim.
;'.ie
point
,
out of their bunks to carry the
,lp,v.,j
included "general" Mis. Flora
routed
are
floods
er. Rebel postage stamps already
H (lpllounced the extended debate
Hensley resolution for naval holi- ted today was San Antonio. The
and otlter leaders, were drench- frage.
sick to other quarters and repair the
in use. Many governors and state day generally discussed.
cover portions of nearly every county on )m, jfetonHelcby bill as a "beating ierl to the skin before
they reached the HOUSE ARGUES PRO AND
damage.
east-be
selected.
- alld a de.
officials are to
'
War department officials urged- avia- from Sau Antonio, northward and
wordswMh
the
liner.
ajr
pm)ty
At the Ludlow tent colony the big
For all practical purposes within a tion and other appropriations bo tor.? warn to mcmae an important cues
CON ON NAVAL HOLIDAY.
The Majestic, under police orders,
Cl1rrency Wn
lay of
assembly tent collapsed early today
short time, the leaders say, a govern- military committee.
oi norm ana central lexas.
Demthat
declared
had anchored outside the breakwater.
land a number of the smaller tents
Republicans
ment will be In operation in the northThe homeless numbered thousands ocrats were absenting
Rivers and harbors committea conWashington, D. C., Dec. 4. The thnvo fnllpn Apppks tn a numbpr of
themselves The Bea delayed the little suffragette
ern half of the country which will be tinued
in
divided
as
were
but
in
on
came
naval
levee
adthey
today,
up again today
hearing
balulay
improvements
,,,,,. tent colonies has been
from the chamber and that all
warship so much that it did not arrive
,hft
entirely detached and independent of for flood protection along the Missis- Rmall groups, throughout the immense dresses were
being made (o "empty at the side of the bis liner until the the house. The opening speech was complf,tlJ,y cut otr.
that at Mexico City.
no
relief
flood
serious
probriver.
oi.
territory,
sippi
iUississip
scats".
police were leading Mrs. Pankliurst umutt uy rtepi eseiuauve
At union headquarters it is slated
The settlement of the civil queslems were presented. At Belton, basSenator Reed declared the Impres - dowli the gangway. The militants pi, who declared the only beneficiaries that the strikers in the colonies have,
tions is one reason why Villa has askon
were
of
kets
propelled
provisions
CONDITIONS ARE
sitin had gone abroad that President 'shouted to her through their mega- of a war scare were those who made
of food and fuel.
ed General Carranza to meet him at BUSINESS
ample supplies
the telephone wires to flood victims. Wilson had exerted some "undue in- pnones. uon i lunu: ine cats are utt- the battleships and armor.:;:;
BETTER IN INDIANAPOLIS.
Chihuahua. Sylvester Terrazas, a
Twenty seven members of a party of
rise
the
South Bosque reported that
J.
Moore,
er
in
the
on
Hampton
Representative
currency
you!"
fluence"
congress
Mexicans brought in Tuesday
newspaper editor in Chihuahua, who
reached here yesterday came matter.
of Pennsylvania, leading opposition to forty
Mrs. Pankliurst
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 4. Business which
protested against
to work in the Gray Greek mine, re- Is not related to the wealthy Terrazas
in a wall of water ten feet high. The
not.
did
he
said
Reed
the
Senator
were
conditions
resolution,
on
said
resumed
almost
President"
Hensley
war"The
her arrest and asked to see the
fiioo.l tn rtltr
liv thp Inn elaim.
family has been selected for governor a normal basis
Near
'
residents had been warned.
.
J .
,,
today, the fourth day
emphatically, "has never attempted to rant. It was explained that no war- believe in congress "making a fool of
of the state.
"'-- "7
175 passengers on a Houstou
Marlin,
a
an
action
itself
into
newspaper
teamsters
and
strike
of
"Z
or coer.ee
the
"7"
taking
coax
was
rant
passing
by
her
At
necessary.
request,
Villa expects to leaveto Carranza of the
'
and Txm Central ii!lroad train were
hV.
.
bill. I entirely deny Mrs. Child Dorr, an American suffra- report that Winston Churchill had!
union.
Practically all marooned
particular
any
the task of establishing livil govern- cliatfffeurs'
UI1IUII
tiiyj' .
uii"
llC(iulUHlll.io
,ilU! ill
all night. The flood water
gist, was permitted to accompany her suggested an international curtailment ling nnd were referred lo the county
ment, devoting himself to the military team owners had at least a part of rose over the rails until it reached that the president haB gone a hair's
of
for
of
naval
a, year."
in operation.
Six policemen and a wardress boardbuilding
breadth beyond the performance
authorities.
campaign southward towards Mexico their forces
the lower steps of the coaches.
ed the steamer to prevent any of the
his constitutional duty."
City.
According to the operators the men
is from the
The Marlin overflow
deSenator Morris, Republican,
passengers interfering with the off!
will be offered places In the district,
U. 8. Troops Ready.
river bed. The Brazos is ten clared the situation showed
Brazos
the need cers delegated to make the actual ar- CZAR WILLIAM
TAKES and if Ihey will not work, will he sent
ALLEGED FIANCEE OF DR. miles wide at some
points. Marlin is of a cloture rule, He attacked the rest.
Marfa, Tex., Dec. 4. Immigration
back to Texas.
five miles from the river.
and cavalry troops went to Presidio,
caucus.
In the meantime, the ordinary tenon
Investigation of cases growing out
Inundation of the cemeteries stopARGUMENT
IN
HAND
CRAIG
opposite Ojinaga, Mexico, today, ChiTESTIFIES
fundamental
"With
principle
on
were
which
der,
every
many suffragettes
of the Btrike were resumed this mornped burials throughout the city. Plan- which the
information that refugees from
In
his
down
laid
armed
was
with
clubs,
president
t
kept standing
ing by the military commission.
huahua would cross the border there.
ing mills turned out scores of boats to message, I am in hearty accord" he off and the armed
bodyguard was
Still Working for Peace.
salvage properly and rescue the
Among the refugees are Gen.
will
I
caucus
A
the
IN
ASSUMES
THE
ALSACE
system
TROUBLE
said, "but
helpless.
Denver, Colo., Dec, 4. Secretary of
TO marooned.
Huerta's commander in north- DENIES THAT SHE WAS ENGAGED
have no opportunity to assist in framBodies of Buffragett.es were on guard
Labor William B. Wilson today held
Dead.
AND THE EMThe
NATIONAL
ern Mexico, and his officers. It is not
IMPORTANCE,
HE
ALTHOUGH
should
THE
HARRY
measure which
carry outside all the prisons in the southPRISONER,
a conference with representatives of
five members of the Polk ing the
At Belton
known whether the Mexican officers
INVOLVED.
out those principles, Practically every west of England to which it was
PARLIAMENT Ihe Colorado coal
IS
PEROR
EVERY
CALLED
operators. In an efwill seek safety in the United States
SUNDAY, SHE SAYS.-- DR. family.
chamber
senator on this side of the
thought Mrs. Pankliurst might be tak
of
fort to bring about a resumption
D. Lytton.
or whether they will stand at Ojinaga
Brownwood
At
LACK OF CONFIDENCE RESOLUVOTES
one
KNABE
WAS WATCHED,
ANOTHER
is in a similar position as to some
en. During the night at Bristol the
their meeting with strikers. It was
At Dallas B. F. Lacey.
against any attempt of the rebels to
or more of the president's recommen women who took sentry duty in re- TION, 293 TO 54.
At Grand Prairie Manley.
WITNESS TESTIFIES.
expected that if the operators agreed
capture them. Ojinaga is reached
ilays outside the jails, were attacked
tne
At. Highbank, nenr Marlin Two ne- dations."
over a fifty mile wagon road from
jlo continue peace negotiations,
a
hostile
crowd
and
several
by
people
Marfa.
secretary of labor would ask leaders
groes.
illiam
Dec.
Berlm.
In
were
4.
Miss
hurt
the
Dec.
struggles.
Shelbyville, Ind.,
Release Demanded.
At Austin Three unidentified men. BUSY DAY FOR
Release Demanded.
decided today that the time had come menL Governor Amnions was present
At Fort Worth yesterday's apparent
Washington, D. C, Dec. 4. Immedi- Catherine Fleming, referred to by
state
fiuancee
as
the
an
counsel for the
THE SUFFRAGE
London, Dec. 4. The women's so- - for him to interfere personally with at the conference with the operators
ate release of W. S. Windham,
relief from flood conditions changed
Politl'al union of suffrage
the full weight of his authority In today.
American, and a companion of the of Dr. Wm. B. Craig, testified today this morning, when a dangerous new
CQNUENTION iclal and this
afternoon. The political order to put an end to the differences
name of Dunn, held for ransom near for the prosecution at the trial of Dr. rise set in.
iganlzed
E.
union views with indignation the gov- - between the civil and military autho- CONVICT PROBABLY
Mazatlau has been ordered by Govern- Craig for the murder of Dr, Helen
"Mernment's acton in arrest In ir Mrs rities of Alsacefi Ills majesty this
wasmngion, uro.
or Felipe Riveros, commander in chief Knabe. Miss Fleming denied she and
LOST IN STORM
Homeless.
Many
for
new
constitution
of
Sina-loa
a budget and
Dr. Craig were engaged. She admitpankilurst upon her return trom her morning summoned the governor genof the constitutionalist forces in
Dec. 4. That
Wyo.,
Cheyenne.
4.
Suff-- ,
Floods
Dec.
San
Tex.,
Woman
Antonio,
American
count Charles James Myers, aged 61, a convict of
triiiniphant trip to the Unted States, eral of
according to today's dispatches to ted that they had discussed marriage which have driven thousands of per- the National
comof
a
rage association, the sending
j, ,pman,8 her instant release.
the state department. Windham for- but she said there was no engageVon Wedel, and the commanding
the state prison at Rawlins, is lost
sons from their homes in other parts mittee to urge President Wilson to
General Berthold von in the snow between Cheyenne and
merly was cashier of a bank in Pasa- ment.
Lieutenant
Texas
San
of
Antonio
reached
today
The witness testified she had known
send a message to congress asking
dena, Calif., and is now superintendiDeimling to report to him Immediately Denver, is the fear of Governor Carey
She had when the river here went out of Its mediate consideration of a woman suf-- ! DLLIlLvC LUr
Craig tor seventeeu yearsent of a ranch.
and the stale prison board which
at Donaeuschingen.
ofbanks
and
inundated
sections
several
frage amendment and election of
HAS
Today's dispatches, which confirm first met him in Indianapolis. Later of the
the
ESCAPED
between
gave him permission to go to Denver,
strife
military
The
city. Rescuing parties began ficers for the ensuing year were the
the capture of Victoria by the rebels, she moved to a farm near Avon, Indiiu the lit- unacco'mpanied, to visit his sister.
civilians
the
und
authorities
to
marooned
The
the
FROM THE MINE
safety.
features on today's program of the
say both Monterey and Tampico are ana, where she lives with her mother, carrying to
tle garrison town of Kabern, Alsace Myers, who had served twenty-twproperty was considerable. convention in 4ntit,V."nnnal session
threatened. Nearly all the Americans and for the last three years she said. damage
and
No
brought about over night a political years in the I'nlted States navy
of
here.
loss
life has been reported
here.
Bingham, Ptah, Dec. 4. The Btimdg-in- crisis of the most acute order in Ger then was arrested and convicted for
many foreigners and hundreds of Dr. Craig had been visiting her reguand Miss
Mrs. Medill McCormick
of the Utah Apex mine, in which
Mexicans have fled from Monterey to larly.
many. Demands for the rpsicimlion .lnrcenv. was permitted to leave the
now in Rockies.
"How often has Dr. Craig visited
iriesha HreckenridEe. the committee of Ralph Lopez, slayer of six men, took Lf
Texas. The strike situation at Tamr
(ne Tmpel.jai Cancellor were voiced penitentiary at Rawlins, two days ago
ad- you?"
4. Heavy
National
snowfall
the
Dec.
Denver,
unsettled.
by
still
appointed
toToday's
is
jtwo
pico
refuge just a week ago, continued
the Frank-jllay his case before the pardon
by the Tageblatt,
today
Presi
the!
to
ask
most
of
eastern
convention
oil
of
the
of
the
man
every
Sunday."
"Nearly
slope
Suffrage
vices say representatives
day with the likelihood that not until
c.hvpUp ' and other radical
A
called
man
to
seen
see
was
to
was
Wilson
Mexico
mountains
last
to
dent
delegates,
peeping
through
have
city
Rocky
reported
gone
tomorrow would the (ires be allowed
company
While in Cheyenne, Myers express- papers.
and to die down.
adjust differences. Durango is re- Ihe windowson ofnoDr. Helen F. Knabe's 'night and this morning. At 10 o'clock at the white house offices today
led
a keen desire to visit his sisler in
in
Ger
the
,
vote of
less than twenty it was still snowing in Denver and laid their requests before Assistant
apartment
ported comparatively quiet.
The belief grew today that the des- nan government in connection .vith Its Denver and, while not on parole, he
Tunnd
in
Mrs.
southof
Forester.
eastern
1911,
Unofficial.
most
and
is
Secretary
July
August,
nights
throughout
Secretatry
Report
Since
biv
perado had escaped from the mine,
In regard to the rimmo
pemuooiuu Uu u
The Hague, Dec. 4. Neither official J. M. Smith testified today at the trial ern Colorado and northern New Mex- multy had gone to Jersey City to at- which was meant to be his tomb. Odds iaititudetv.a Tiiitnrv
A Hvili
at a leavi ii g Cheyenne, he has not been
in
nor diplomatic circles in the Nether- - of Wm. B. Craig for the murder of ico. Some snow had fallen In Chey- tend the funeral of a relative.
it Is feared that, he
narrowed from two to one to even moam, Alsace, was adopted in the lm-- i heard from, and
The committee was told that the
lands know anything about the report Dr. Knabe. Mrs. Smith said the man enne, but northern Wyoming reported
to Vcrial
ney that he had not succumbed
totlav by 2rl against has oeen lost m tne storm, as neuner
ask-parliament
j
a
wore
dark
clothes
and
crush
hat.
and
been
ill
in
was
has
clear
total
snowfall
The
Wilhelmina
apweather.
they
today
president
that Queen
be
in .! Governor Carey nor the board
K
nr.nta,l pnmn. tlmp the poisonous gases that have been i nno hlnnk naner was hi.rded
The state hoped to be able to show Denver beginning December 1 ha'i n . 4t,.l
...oi Ik..,
pointed by the powers an intermediary
naa vioiatea
ins
in tIle thirty mlles of Bub. v Lile 49 members were not present. lieves tne man
generate(j
was
Dr.
man
this
that
that
A
and
Informed
snow
were
that
of
MI
Mexico..
foot.
tomorrow.
been almost a
for the pacification
Craig
f
They
light
workings since Monday
The nnsatisfvinc nature of Dr. Von "honor" release.
the alleged actions was one of his; in northern Arizona last night. Snow if the president had sufficiently lm terrauean
Left For Dead.
I r.r.., Ytrnr,
Tl. n..
'
..uvcuun
MOllWeKH BAUHtun
tn
..,.,,,
nliln
uc6nu
I'"1"'1"
"'!"
ha
ho
f,eTMllKIin
of
Mrs.
'for
4.
manifestations
Col.
IH
Colorado and rain or snow for
Mexico City, Dec.
jealousy.
Exiquio
after he had killed a fellow coun- - ,.r(Iay in the imperial parlian.-v- t art! LODGING HOUSE FIRE
Barbosa, a federal officer who' was left Smith lived on the opposite side of New Mexico was the forecast for to- - receive them, but the matter probab-j21WILL BE INVESTIGATED.
The chief of police and four ihe brusque statement of Mai .r ..n,
for dead with a bullet through his the street and had an unobstructed night.
ly could remain until later. Senator tryman. sheriffs have since
Dec. 4. The fire which cost
Boston,
be
minister
fallen
Von
Erich
Falkenhayn,
(lal
from
window
Colovnrtn
tn
was
of the Knabe
have tak.i(P"ry
her
The heavy fall of snow in Denver shnfmii, nf
chest after facing a firing squad of view
men in the
of twenty-eigh- t
lives
the
niad3
1118
is
it
out,
possib'e
aim
war,
pointed
homejpf
neauij
continued uninterrupted
rebels at Torreon, arrived in the capithroughout en some of the suffrage leaders froniI(iIt'
lodging
priced
it serious hitch in the budget progrju. Arcadia hotel, a low
Street railway traffic ;hls state to the white house today,
He relates that he was
tal today.
U is not unlikely that the imperial house in tne souui enu uisinci ea.ij
was seriouF.'y impeded and delivery ibut the engagements were set aside on SHIPWRECKED CREW
captured by General Francisco Villa STILL DIGGING OUT
PICKED UP AT SEA. parliament will refuse to proceo with today, had become tne sunjecc oi eigm
DEBRIS IN GOLDEN CYCLE. of coal and other necessities
was account of the president's illness.
when the federal troops commanded j
the discussion of the budget m.til it separate investigations by nightfall.
4.
Res- made with great difficulty.
Dec.
Creek.
were
The
Colo.,
Cripple
Alvircz
wiped
General
Felipe
by
aottBfartnrv raarants- - thai Some of these were to determine
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as those which have occurred Hons which made the loss of life so
Colorado Springs and Pueblo rePierre. S. D Dec. 4. Returns last U'at while on the voyage from
Colonel Barbosa is the only one tu three miners early in the week, dislarge, and others were directed toward
for Novia Scotia, she picked up at .abern.
escape death of the 19 officers cap- - covered today that the second slide, ported almost complete stoppage of niirht from the nartv nronosal heldiarth,
The imperial chancellor, aware that divising measures to protect hundreds
In the Trinidad throughout the state yesterday, indl- - the crew of the British brig Evelyn,
- tured by General Villa on that occas- which delayed the rescue work, was of street railway traffic.
are blaming of other men forced by circumstances
ion. He says that he, with all the rest, greater extent than had been thought. strike di3trict, there was much Buffer- - cate that a majority of the committee which was abandoned on November even his own supporters
of 28 The Kvelyn, commanded by Cap-- j him for the absence of any definite! to seek shelter in similar places.
.were shot down. Later, however, he It was expected, however, that the ing in tho camps of the Colorado Na- will recommend the
is going to
Senator Crawford. There will, how- tain Roberts, was sailing from Beaver declarations as to how he
recovered consciousness and while his mass of rock would be penetrated tional guardsmen and the strikers.
ideal with the authors of the incidents, COL. ROOSEVELT GETS
executioners were feasting, he crawled some time today.
ever, be an active contingent in favor ton ' New Foundland to Glasgow.
PRESENT OF A HORSE.
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The "old time" Democrats
village
affairs committee today that while his abatement and street car service and
Trial Start.
The colonel was presented with an
on a rail orders that such violations of the law
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 4. The trial of department was asking only $300,000 local traffic is at a standstill. Three they have made arrangements for a riding Mrs. John Richardson
horse at a reception given
streets
the
of
the
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as
Argentine
her
by
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clearing
charged
Mercantile company, for military aeronautics. Mexico had feet of snow is reported in the moun- strong fight against the candidacy of The complaining
the Phelps-DodgBuenos Ayres equestrian socle-- ,
B. S. Johnson, the Democratic organi- with murdering a child and was taken military and the arrest ..of civilians by the
the Douglas Hardware company, W.'H. appropriated $400,000 for the same tain districts. Trains are badly
ty this afternoon.
should not be repeated.
under oath.
F. Fisher, purpose.
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TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING.

We Have a New Supply of

Hair Thick,
Girls! Try This! Make
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.

JERSEY CREAM

Within ten minutes after an application of Danderiue you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
ill please you most will be after a
few weeks use, when you see new
l air, fine and downy at first
yes
but really new hair growing all over
the scalp.
A
immediately
litle Danderiue
'
doubles the beauty of your hair. No
difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Panderine and
carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is amaz-- I
ing your hair will be light, fluffy and
of
wavy, and have an appearance
'abundance: an incomparable lustre,
saftness and luxuriance.
tent bottle of Knowlton's
Get a
Danderiue from any drug store of
toilet counter, and prove that your
hair as pretty and soft as any that
it has been neglected or Injured by
careless treatment that's all you
surely can have beautiful hair and
lets of it if you will just try a little

Daisy, Crown, Imperial and
Bobolink Flour
Eggs, 35c doz,

Butter 35c lb.

WINTER GROCERY GO
IPHIOlSrE

40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE

85

MAIN.

and
A Stork

Cupid
Cunning Plotters

IS

DANCING

INSTINCT
WIFE

IN

MRS. W. C. M'DONALD

SO DECLARES

THE

OF

GOVERNOR,

IN

A

READ
HIGHLY INTERESTING PAPER

BEFORE SANTA FE CLUB WOMEN
YESTERDAY

AFTERNOON.
j

LECTURE

ILLUSTRATED

BY GRACEFUL
"Ancient

and

j

DANSEUSES

Modern

Dancing,"

Tlirre is usually a certain deeree of dread
In every woman's mind as to the prubaiile
child-birt)mln, distress and danger of
Hut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
known aa Mother's Friend, all fear is ban-Ishand the period Is one of. unbounded
j vful anticipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally.
It
Is a most penetratlnc application, makes
the muscles of the stomach, and abdomen
yWnat so they expand easily and naturally
llhout pain, without distress and with
i. ue of that peculiar
nausea, nervousness
cud other symptoms that tend to weaken
Thus Cupid and
uie prospective mother.
the stork are held up to veneration; they
are rated as cunning plotters to herald the
to gladden the
i auiug of a little sunbeam
earts and brighten the homes of a hoBt of

Lapp;

was the subject of a paper read by
Mrs W. C. McDonald yesterday after
noon before the regular monthly meet
oman s ciud anu
ing of the Santa Fe W
fnllnwine the reading of the paper, the
various dances were illustrated by difesferent members of the club. It is

fu

Goal

randerine.

Wood

at the radiance of the modwhy all this light? To

ern home-a- nd
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
for

ow

millcs.

There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it Is one of cur greatest
c ntribntions to healthy, happy motherland. It is Bold by all druggists at $1.00
piT bottle, and is especially recommended:
as a preventive of caking breasts and all
ofiier such distresses.
Write to Hradfield Regulator Co., 131
Lomar BIdg., Atlanta, Ga., for their very
valuable book to expectant mothers. Get
4 bottle of Mother's Friend

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
Is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
for
ready
um cleaner ready lor thefray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Inforday and n'ght' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

2

Ic.
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THE
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most ImpoThe grandfather would
rtant part.
be amazed

timated that more than 100 women
crowded the assembly room of the
m,i Pninno and those who saw and
ANNUAL BANQUET
FACTORY WOOD
heard the afternoon's entertainment
SWASTIKA LUMP
To- about 50
millions," he said.
TO BE A STUNNER are so loud in their praise tothat already
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
repeat tne May that number is 36 millions and
the club has been asked
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
in addition w a secunu ,(ne popuiation of the United States
4. The annual performance,
Iteming, N. 11.,
appearance here Mrs. McDonald has
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
iucreased 20 millions during the
of
chamber
of
the
Deming
banquet
also been asked to read her paper be- jsam(j
would
& w
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. RaUroad Depot
commerce wit! be on a more elaborate fore the Normal at Las Vegas, and
v.BOVB heet mute for everv
scale than ever this year because of may dO SO.
ibiinrliwl nnrenna If the nrPSPtir rlf- he presence on this occasion of Gov.
of the club, yrease continues without abatement it
Mrs.
Collins,
president
.
Wm. C. McDonald, Adjutant General nrPHiriPfi
i
iti.(a AiffiTViTi.
ana, ia
liruuuccu
ij.o. iv,v" s safe to predict that the per capita
Herring, lion. Fayette Jones, president nld saving that dancing had been 3
In I0.1C ...ill V,o. lac than half
of the. New Mexico School of Mines,
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.
pastime in ancient as well an what it was at the beginning of the
it
Captain H. M. Cootes of the U. S. A., popular
modern times, and that in itself
RAILWAY CO.
century."
MISSOURI-PACIF- IC
and other distinguished guests. Invi- was
not objectionable, but that in reGento
extended
been
have
tations
CO,
various Bowmarred
ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN
by
as
cent
years,
eral Manager J. M. Kurn of the Santa
methods of dancing, it had come
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
Fe, Supt. J. II. Dyer of the S. P., Hugh ery
CHICHESTER UBiNU. A
bad repute, and that these
into
TIIB
H. Williams, M. L. Groves and O- L.
for i
of it must needs be eliminated it
todies! Ask your Iruirgit
Irntid
Owen members of the state corporaDiamond ITieUllicN
C hi. client eraBfld
true
its
In Red
to
sphere
was
'Ilia
occupy
(j old
dancing
V
of
Reeves
tion
commission.
Ribbon.
Blue
with
sealed
Secretary
boxes,
SHORTEST LINE TO
Tuba as nf how fit nf Veins
Mrs. McDonald's reading occupied
B
the El Paso chamber of commerce,
UrumatnU Ask for "ll
show
and the paper
1HAHONO KRANlr PILLS fo'
Secretary Woodhull of the Silver City about 20 minutes a
vcars known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
invesot
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
chamber of commerce, Wm. Brown, ed the result of great deal
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
The paper iJ
general freight and passenger agent of tigating of the subject.
Where Direct Connections are Made
are
here
but
full
in
to
too
give
J.
long
H.
the Santa Fe,
Simmons, general
sentences:
manager of the E. P. & S. W., W. E. some of its striking
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
a universal
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
Barnes, traveling freight and passen
"Dancing represents
of the S. P., E. W. Clapp, primitive instinct in man.
agent
ger
EAST
TRAVELERS TO THE
"The Puritan Fathers saw deadly
general passenger agent of the S. P-WINDOWS, DOORS
high-claE. T, Plowman, manager o the Har- sin in promiscuous dancing. Father
modern
in
the
will find every want anticipated
Saraband
Ed
the
us
that
vey house system, Senator Walton,
Mariana tells
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
AND IHQULDiNG
F. A. Bush, W. D. Murray and E. A. worked more mischief than the plague.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Layne of Silver Sity, Kd; Don Kedzie The fandango was hotly condemned
of the Lordsbnrg Liberal, Ed. M. L. by the clergy, but when danced before
Fox of the Albuquerque Morning Jour- the Sacred College, who wished to see
Coast
Pacific
(I
and
To Salt Lake City
SAWYER
A. McPherson, business mana- it before prohibiting
it, so charmed
1
II
II
GrandeDenver'
NL
UU
'U
i nal, ofD. the
& Rio
H. B. Henniug the judges that they gave it their
and
Journal,
ger
I 111 IUUUII LII1L W
Pacific Railwav-Th- e
Royal
of the Albuquerque Evening Herahi unanimous approval.
St. Phone 206 W
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic J J. Wight Giddings, editor of the Santa "The reasoning works out the infer- - 223 San Francisco
SANTA FE, N. M.
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
Fe New Mexican and others. Mayor ence, nay tne certainty, mm w
John Corbett will act as toast master. dance more and more. This is the tesSheriff Dwight B. Stephens and Spe- timony of history. Never was dancFOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
cial Officers O. Leary and Thomas, ing so widely diffused.
r
"In Sparta the girls danced with one
who are in the employ of the Santa Fe
Railroad company have been ferret- knee bare in honor of Diana. Everythat efing out a very well concealed robbery one has observed how nearly
of 120 pairs of men's shoes, and two fect is produced by the new costumes
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.
large sacks of sugar which were stolen slit on one side.
"That the Greeks had steps like
from a freight car in the Santa Fe
is easy
THE SANITARY
yards a few days ago. Sheriff Steph- the tango and the turkey trot
ens and his associates had positively to see, for these are tne primitive,
SHORT OBDER BESTflURflHT
no clue to work from on the start, and easy dances, that any one can dance
now they have not only the two men if he or she has the least sense of
REGULAR MEALS.
implicated safely behind the bars rhythm.
L. A. HUGHES,
"Just at. present we have the one- L. POLLARD,
J.'CRICHTON,
awaiting action of the grand jury, but
Open Day
they have succeeded in recovering ev- step and the grape vine figure. Many
President.
Manager & Treasurer.
Secretary.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
ery dollars worth of goods stolen. The who think they are dancing the tango
shoes were consigned to the Burro are simply eiaoorating tne
Special Dinner Parties.
Mountain Mining camp, and the find- The real tango is danced very slowly;
r
time, and La
in the music is
ing of this mass of merchandise
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
three or four different secret places Paloma is suggested as being one of
would have done credit to Allan
the best tunes for it.
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE,
in his palmiest days. A bunch
Elsie Janis, an authority on danc
j
of shoes was found In an old well ing, says concerning me
some distance from town, another few things must be done away with
(INCORPORATED)
bunch under an out building belong- if it is to survive the deluge of abuse.
ing to a negro woman living across No more strangle holds, no more dip'innnnnjTuuiuvuvnvuuim,uvg
s
the railway traks, and still another ping, no more swaying of the shoulin a secret underground cave on the ders and hips at the same time.'
same property. The sugar was dug
"In speaking of the hesitation waltz,
out from under the bed of the same Miss Janis says: 'It is one of the most
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
in fascinating, dreamy, alluring,
woman, the woman being tried
dances I have ever had the
Judge Rogers court and fined $10 for
secreting stolen property. The men pleasure of dancing.'"
BuildRoofing
Dances Illustrated.
Shingles, Cement,
implicated are Noah Frakas and
the reading of the paper,
"Kid" Bailey, two notorious characFollowing
of Every
ters who have been operating as car the various dances were then illustrat- ing
thieves from Amarillo to Deming and ed by various members of the clubwho are now under $1,000 bonds to
The first dance illustrated was tne
FraE
answer to the grand jury. It was a minuet, danced by Miss Ruth Laugh-liand Mrs. Karl Greene. Miss Dora
very clever piece of detective work.
Fischer sang "Cupid's Garden" accomGENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
panied by Mrs. Van Stone on the
YEARS OLD
HE IS
piano, during this dance. Both dancin the
BUT STILL STRONG ers were elaborately gowned
fashions of the day when the minuet
our Business Solicited.'
held sway.
Trenton, M J. Dec. 4. It isn't often
Mrs. P. M. A. Lienau, appropriately
100
can
old
80
man
carry
that
a
years
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
costumed then illustrated a Spanish
Phone 100 and 35 W.
it.
with
run
alone
let
away
pounds,
OF
dance called "La Cachuca." This was I
I
But Krusah Stylopatic picked up a especially well received.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan and Mrs. Carl
plank weighing that much, put it on
his
frame, and when a po Bishop then illustrated the tango, a
liceman came in sight ran with it.
slow and stately dance, to the music
This testimony was .'given finder of "La Paloma" played by Mrs, Van
oath in police court, when Stylopatic Stone. Following this they gave the
and the hesitation waltz.
was arraigned for theft of the plank.
The man testified that he was 80 Both women were beautifully gowned
years old, and there was sevidence in evening dress.
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
that the plank wheighed 100 pounds.
Closing Mrs- Leslie Gillet and Miss
I
AT
Stylopatic declared that he found the Bishop also in evening dress, put on I
'The West Point of tbe Southwest.
latest
plank in the gutter and thought he the real
was entitled to ownership if he took dance, "The Santa Fe," devised by
Ranked as "Distinguished
Mrs. A. B. Test, and dedicated to the
It.
"
U
S.
Institution
by the
He was fined $10 and directed to re-- Santa Fe Woman's Club. This is a
War Department.
combination of steps from the latest
!tiirn the ntanlr
dances and entirely eliminates objecB Located In the beautiful Peooa
tionable features, according to Mrs.
Valley. 1,700 feet above sea level,
How's This?
funahlne every day. Open air
W'e offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Test. It was danced to the music of
work throughout the entire
t "La Sorella."
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Conditions for physical
I
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
and mental development are
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
IN
IDEAL such as cannot be found
EAT
BEEF
NO
TO
We, the undersigned, have known F
elsewhere In America. FourFEW YEARS MORE
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
teen officers and Instructors, all
East-erbelieve him perfectly honorable In all
graduates from standard
Ten buildings,
colleges.
business transactions and financially
Kansas City, Dec. 4. Beet cattle In
modem In every respect.
able to carry out any obligations made the United States have decreased 29
Becents :
by his firm.
per cent in number during the last
E. A. CAHOON, President.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
thirteen years while the population inJ. E. RHEA,
Toledo, O. crease has totaled more than 26 per
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- cent Those are the figures given by
JOHN W. PC), Secretary.
nally, acting directly upon the blood J. L. Harrison, cattle man from LoW. A. FINLAY.
and mucous surfaces of the system. redo, Tex., at the Sexton Hotel. Those
p Fr particulars and illustrated
Price 75 facts, Mr. Harrison believes, are the
Testimonials sent free.
address.
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- reasons for the present high prices
of beef.
gists.
COL.JAS,W.WILLSON,Sopt.
"In 1900 the visible supply of beef s
Take Hall's Family Pills for
cattle on feed and on the range were SU1 jrunjinnnnjutturnnnjuuuui
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LIGHT

New Home will Have a Little
Many a......
!!. J.

PRIMITIVE

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

-

-

S PILLS

s

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

,

ss

I, J.

Prtrn

er

i

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

Majestic Cafe

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

uo

main.

Next Door to Postoffice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

and Night.

une-aic-

ASK FOR TICKETS-S-

Lumber and Transfer Co.

one-ste-

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Plaster,
Materials

AGENTS

and
Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE

two-fou-

Pink-erto-

HIP

To EI Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

.Pa
inor

East

The

Best

' West

n

FRESH

80

'ITm

Rmta and Full Information, Address

EUGENE FOX,

G.

F. & P,

El

Agt,

Paso, Texas.

SHIPMENT

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

one-ste- p

j

THE

Kioto

sea-Io-

t

cata-oto-

Photographs at Night

con-no-

Grocery

COMPANY

j

installed in our new
Among the many modern appliances
of
method
taking photos at
modern
latest
studio is the very
.
we can make sittings ANY TIME, regard-means
This
night.
for
left
Not
days
weather.
many
or
of
day
less of the kind
Xmas. Better make that appointment today.

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa

Fe- -

HAND-PAINTE- D

--

Albuquerque

CHINA

to delight the eye are now
Showing decorations
are articles to appeal to everyone-Stei- ns,
Tmoklne Set";
Jars, Card Cases. Vases, etc. The
tTc?8 ete.son.ble. Ple.se call to see the Chin. Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

; H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN F1ANCI SCO SHEET.

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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what no want iation is rather a shadowy instituEvery Woman
harbors con- lion, it maintains a permanent Wash- is Interested and should
ihgton bureau, and issues volumes o(
know about the wonderful
Craek a coffee 1e.an and
Such, in substance, was the slateWHERE THEY STAND," SAYS RUDOLPH SPRECKLES
rUnsrf
"press dope" to the correspondents
Marvel
ON PROGRAM
men! made in a hotel lobby here ly here. It
carries interminable "interivoucnc
inchaff
most
of
one
the
notice the yellow
important attorneys views" nicely prepared and typewritNever Again, Asserts Millionaire Banker, Will People Submit to Crush of
lor the big water power interests ten for Hie use of the correspondents,
'Iron Heel," but with Armed Might Will Confiscate the Billions Used to
A sit
rd niL'firTst fOf
FOUNDATION
BILL
THE
THE
POINDEXTER
side. It has a bitterish
free of charge. It boosts for the "de- ft. ityou
Throttle Rights of Men.
he cnr.iot supply the MARVEL,
our
of
rivers
and
harbors."
velopment
SECRET SESSIONS STILL RULE
no other, but
and
conservation
congress
jam II. utilizes all the sentiment for a prop- Accept
By JACK .TIWGMEYER.
seed stamp for book.
taste. It is taken out in
IS RY NIT through hm endorsement of their "do-- j er scheme of internal
MIF5TinM
WiTTD PIN
Marvel
Co..
44 E. 23d St.N.T.
develj( Stuff Special)
waterway
i 1
-- velopment nt any cost" propaganda.
San Francisco, Dec. 4. That Wall
opulent, and in addition it uses the
MEANS DEAD.
granulating Hch line's
A large number of
rep- - "pork barrel" sentiment that always wil" S1"'" regularity every session. It
Street's money overlords may soon
i'f senta
be given an opportunity to plunge this
ves, attorneys and others are exists in congress. The rivers and 'appropriates miUlous of dollars some
.sold
in
coffee,
Best
(Kv riilKim CunliieiM
country into the greatest panic of
remaining m wnsnington lor tue riv- - harbors hill is the big pork barrel'"1' " 011 projects which are really
but more often on projects
'American history and thus be encour
worthy
cans.
Washington, Dec. 4. It is generally era and harbors congress. This organ- measure which goes through congress which
aroma-tigh- t
interest only the local commun-....- .
iaged to make a final stand in behalf
accepted that Alaskan legislation
tity and are secured by
along the line of the Wickersham- Even trilling defects
methods in the interests of congressCOURT PUNISHMENT IN PERSIA
men who desire reelection more strongfine
a
in
so
have no place
ly than they desire the protection ot
is more than indicated by the report
THEY CALL THIS BASTINADO (he public treasury from pillage.
just made to the house by Chairman
coffee.
Rome O. llrown, who took a leading
Houston of the committee on terri- part in the water power fight in the
torios.
is the only committee
This
QUAINT CUSTOMS OF THE WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE.
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Preserved in its aroma;
'conservation congress, Josiah Turney
which has been allowed by the Under- cans; and
Mb and
i
wood machine to pass upon legislation
jNowcoinb, the representative ot tin
iStniH ic Webster corporation, J. P..
during Ihe pendency of the tariff and
moneyback.
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currency measures.
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lio fought the l'inchot group of con-- i
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in slightly different form early in the!
servationists in the congress, are re-- j
it
and
been
has
made
HAS BROKEN SKULL!
special session,
maining in Washington, most of them
a special order for December 8. When '
with the idea of attending the rivers
comes
it
a
be
will
to
made
motion
up,
Flint, Mich., Dec. 4. After having
and putting
jand harbors congress
substitute the I'oindexter Alaska bill
been kept tor 16 hours in a cell in the
through this organization on a
it.
for
The
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locked
was
he
where
up
Jail,
county
favoring "slates rights" and
bill is only half good.
It is a good
a supposed "drunk", Samuel Overlay,
the turning over of water powers to
idea to have the government build a
71 years old, was removed to Hurley
the states.
railroad and then lease it to the (lug- Hospital and now lies in a critical
or other special Interests to
genheims
skull.
condition with a fractured
NEW YORK COTTON
run at a profit, as this bill would alThe aged man fell downstairs in a
EXCHANGE REVISES RULES.
low. The only thing to justify a govbotpoolroom. He was found at the
eminent
is the
adventure
New York,
of
sort
this
Dec. 4. Five amendtom of the stairs in a pool of blood
ments to the rules of the New York
provision contained in the I'oindexter
on the cement floor. The man was
bill for government operation and decotton exchange, providing for the
taken to the county jail, though the
velopment of the coal mines which it
adoption of government type standblood was flowing1 from his nose and
is desired to bring into use. Unless
ards, monthly revision of difference
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Jail attaches called County
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in spot quotations and changes in the
Ihe mines are opened there will not
who
examined
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Taylor,
be sufficient freight to justify a govPhysician
method of classification and in forcing
said he would recover by morning, it
the commission law, were all adopted
eminent built and operated road and
la alleged, and left after giving some
RUDOLPH SPRECKLES.
if private companies are permitted to
today by large majorities at a meeting
medicine.
exploit the Alaskan resources they
jof the exchange members.
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forces at a future election. They are and
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startling
had nverlav rushed to Hurley
by government development of the
trouble takes an unwise risk. BackIsertion on "inside" information gained
"The administration would also do coal fields as well as operation of the
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perfecting
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form."
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prove
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and bladder in a clean, strong and
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PerThe aged man has not yet recover-a
in
civilized
are broken on him. The victim
They are,
way,
healthy condition. Sold by The Capi- consciousness and doctors say he iciers are blind enough to hope for just dependent effort as is the present (hat the administration's currency bill sia, that big country in southwestern ways departs with mighty sore
Pharmacy.
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detention
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panic brought
details
sticks.
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jail.
"Hy the election of its
presi- that it ought to be passed promptly, ous
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
ways.
legislation would result in ident, organized capital could ultimate- - but no virtue which it may have nor
Other punishments are equally cruel
Bids for 'urrnBiiiuB s:x months' supis
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all
revolt
a
reform
legSURNUMBER
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against
YOUNG
general
ly dominate this country completely, if any promptitude in its enactment can
being built up alive into pil- plies for the state penitentiary will be
islation and leave the special interests the present financial bill becomes a lor a moment justify the vicious meth (he soles of the feet, is one of the brigands
PRISING.
lars, where they live in agony for days received until !) o'clock a. in., Tues
to
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of
dominate
free
milder
Persian
govern- Jaw.
again
od which has been adopted by this adjustice. before death frees them.
punishments
The number of young women who
Supplies
Shoeing day, December Sth, 1913.
It is mostly administered for misde- men with horse
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nerv- ment," says Spreckels.
"Specifically," asserts
shoes, impaling on cousits of groceries, meats, clothing,
Spreckels, ministration to secure legislation. In meanors.
of
"The
influence
he
environment,"
ous spells, dull headache and weari"the proposed regional banks would twenty years there has not been a
A
alive
and
of
etc.
thes
are
still
poles
list
leather, grain,
sharp
flaying
The culprit is thrown on his back sentences carried out in Persia, al- supplies wilh conditions and blank
ness is surprising. Kidney and blad- explains, "has made nearly nil rich be dominated by the majority vote of spectacle like the present, when the
to
men
the fact that a vast major the banks in each district.
blind
senate legislated behind closed doors. and his feet elevated and tied to a though less frequently than twenty proposals will be. furnished upon applider ills cause these troubles, but if
They
of the people are begining to feel would name six of the nine
end of which is hold up by years ago. Blowing from a gun is also cation to (he
".Inst wait until the rivers and harFoley Kidney Pills are taken as di- ity
directors.
superintendent.
rected relief follows promptly, and the sting of poverty and that they re- And If Big Business ever secured con- bors congress meets; then we'll show a ponce omcer. two otner men men a favorite punishment. An eye tor an
of PenitenBy order of the Board
resolubeat his upturned soles with long wil-- eye still prevails, and a murderer is tiary Commissioners.
the ills disappear. Contain no habit sent the widespread oppression due to trol of the federal reserve board, the you how to get a
JOHN IS. McMAXl'S, Supt
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy. unfair concentration of wealth in the control of money and credit would be tion put through. We don't care any low sticks. The severity of the pun- - often handed over to the family of the
hands of a few.
Dated: October 14th. HH3, Santa Fe,
under the domination of thing about the conservation congress ihhment depends on how many sticks murdered man (o be done to death.
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"They do not realize how
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Registif. be charged to the legislative policy other extreme and
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of the present administration would be confiscated
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WALL STREET.

What Are
YOU Worth
From the

rm

It is estimated that
the average man is
worth $2 a day from
the neck dtnu n what
Is he worth from the
neck k.

That depends

WALL

en-

tirely upon training.
If you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The In la rn at1n a (
Coriuionilasn School
go to the man who Is
struggling along on
small pay and say to
him. We will train
you for promotion
right where you are.
or we will qualiiy
you to take up a
more congenial iine
of work at a much
higher salary."
Every month sev.

STREET, .. k daf AH TET
"
oik, .v r uee. 4. un ac- count ot tne apatnettc condition or
the list recently and the fact that the
upturn could not be traced to any fa
vorable change in speculative conditions, leaders took the position today
that a protracted forward movement
was not to be expected and both bulls
and bears sold stock.
The market held steady. The advance
failed to bring in outside business and
the continuous firmness of money operated aginst increased speculative activity.
Bondos were steady.
Copper shares, which were conspi- -
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COUGHS

THAT

These coughs are Wfflrtnv
It
.mug on," can run one down
Physically and lower the vital resiBt- 319

Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes-w,asreatly troubled with a bad
lUa Kept me
awake nights.
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Compound completely cured
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P8r you
time writing out your mute your
legal forme
when you can
get thorn already print-eat the Naw
Printing
Company.
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by the individual lines we
carry. We will be glad to
have you judge this
soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc. up.
confec-tionery-

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

i

SilL

&

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
A'etv Divided Page.
27C0 Pages.
400,000 Words.
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Bunillnn
Poultry Fanning
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising

Man

Writing
Window Trimming
Commercial Illuatrafc
Industrial Designing
Architectural Draft.
Chemiet
fI French
Languagi
I
Banking
"Uan
CirtlSorrket
Show-Car- d

Spik

ll

Electrical Wiremao
fclectrica I Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Engineer
Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer
Textile Manuta ..luring
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor

ral

,

Architect
Concrete ComWefn
Plumbing, Steam Pin's
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent

"V

Illustrations.

Cost

nearly

half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about tM.? most
remarkable single volume.

Pletse explain, without further obi Seat ion cm my
ade, or
part, how I can quality1 lot the position,
i Ion before which
have marked X.
proles
Automobile

unconsciously

judge the value of our stock
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CRISIS OF GREATEST MEXICAN BATTLE.

work,
your present
or your own home.

Box

'
"torP.Utv

eral hundred students voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result

bterNifoHl

''"'"

'

are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer.
and because we know too that

I
L. Aeon, .V O.
L. Ilittaman, Denver.
J. Jr. Garr, Doming.
A. E. Beyth
H. P. Ludson, Denver.
Hayty and wife. Columbus, O.
Amy Brady. Columbus, O.
C. B. Miller,
Chicago.
H. R. Brown, Kenosha, Wis.
S. Burkhart, Albuquerque.
Mrs. Tj. A. Bond, Madrid.
Mrs. Earnest Lix and son, Madrid
H. L. Hall, Chama.
M. X. John, Chicago.
Charles Dodge, Waterloo, X. H.
Miss C. S. Eaton, Waterloo, X. IT.
Miss E. W. Eaton. Waterloo, X. H.
W. E. Kelley, Sucoria.
G. Cooper, Denver.
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Photograph by Staff Photographer W.H. Durborough in Mexico.
A Photograph of the Right Wing of General Villa's Line as it Reached
Hill During the Great Battle South of Juarez In
the Summit of
Which Hundreds of Federals Were Slain.
Five-Mil- e
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OH,' NO'! NEVER WEAR A NECKLACE

sporting

ANY

PLACE

BUT THAT,

AROUND

INCOME TAX TO BE
COLECTED PENDING SUITS
Washington, Dec. 4. Secretary Mc-Ad- oo

YOUR NECK.

AND YOU'RE STYLISH

191?..

4,

!

said today the income tax would
collected while suits are neiirtinn(attacking its validity and should the
supreme court decide against the law,
the money could be returned.
be.

PITCHING IS FOR SURE THE KEYSTONE OF BASEBALL!

Work for tne New Ieilcan. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
:th new Btate.
j

In 60 Years

Only Four Great Pitehi.ig

Pitching is the keystone of baseball.
AVben it loosens the structure crumbles. "Besides the vastness of the importance of this position, the dash of
infield and outfield fade," says F. C.
lane, in the Baseball Magazine.
The improvement in baseball has
marked time w ith the development of
pitching. As the batter overtook the
pitcher, new methods were adopted.
But in fid years, only four types of
have been born, namely:
Speed, the curve, the slow ball, and,

Types Have Been Developed, With Speed, the Earliest,
and the Slow Ball is Its Mystery.

Still Favorite. The Curve Revolutionized the Game,

N'ew Mexican

bring results.

Want
Try it.

Ads.

always

Work for the New Mexican,
it
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tha new state.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.

y

y

Ads.

always

ELKS' THEATRE
j

Friday, December 5th

j

THE

the earliest type, still rules
favorite. When curves are being hit.
9 out. of UK) pitchers fall back upon!
speed, because it is easily controlled.
In a class by himself as a speed
pitcher is Walter Johnson. His speed
He revels in it. Speed
is dazzling.
an dcpntrol make him the world's
greatest pitcher. Others have speed,
but use les'j freely. Contrary to opin
ion, speed is not wearing, because it;
is the natural delivery, while the.
;
curve, slow ball and spitter are
iiuired.
Tile arm was designed to propel
small missies at great speed, not to
throw curves. Strength and nervous
energy in abundance are necessary to
great speed, but its use demands only
a normal expenditure of both. It is a
fact that men who depend chiefly upon
ppeed outlive other pitchers in

NATION-WID-

MUSICAL SUCCESS.

E

Speed,

FRANK C. PAYNE

(Inc.)

PRESENTS

The Celebrated Opera of

j

FUN AND FASHION,

j

i

j

r--

:

ill

y

OERALIJINE

;;

WALSH'J-

-

.SPIT JBALL

Jing arm are wrenched and his effec-- f
tiveness is or brief duration. He siltfers from sore arm and after a few
years his arm is crooked at the elbow
The slow ball is the mystery ol
baseball. It is regarded with suspicion
even by its masters, who call themselves lucky when It is not hit to the
fence. Even when speed and curves
are being hit the average pitcher re-sorts to speed, neglecting the slow
ball.
Mathewson developed the slow bull
to its greatest efficiency in 1906, when,
his speed and curves having lost their
edge, he developed the fadeaway and
trained a new lease on life.
John Dubuc, the Detroit slow ball
wizard, 'says the ball Is so effective

VESSEL
REPORTED WRECKED.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 4. A cable message to the chamber of commerce here from Manila, via London

and dated yesterday, reports the bare
None of the reference books list the
New Mexican Want
fact that the United States vessel San San Juan and the United States
bring results. Try It.
Juan was wrecked near Parcel. Neithbureau here has no knowledge
er date of the wreck nor any details of any United States vessel of that New Mexican Want
are given.
name.
jrlng results. Try It

UNKNOWN

near-pear-

because batters do not expect it. Tlre
are set for curve or fast ball and the
floater catches them unawares.
t hesbro introduced the spitball to
the major leagues, but "Ed Walsh immortalized it." He showed its possibilities. No delivery is so bafflir.g.
Walsh delivered the ball waist high
ona ir urone oeiow tne Datter s Knees.
.No batter
can follow the erratic
course of the spitter, hence its effec- tiveness.
The man who masters the spit ball
must abandon everything else and also
pay the price In a short, if brilliant,
career. The spitter demands oceans
of speed, and because of the use of
saliva it soon wears out the pitcher's
arm. Walsh is through and baseball
men say he is the victim of his pet

The curve revolutionized
baseball
ana more man aoumea tne emciency
of the pitcher. Many consider it their
best card. Of the great boxmen, only
Walsh, Johnson and Falkenberg
ig
nore the curve.
The successful
curve
"breaks"
sharply just in front of the plate. The
"roundhouse" curve, easily followed
by the eye, fs worthless. The curve
is delivered to either side of the plate,
"breaking" over, or directly at the
plate, 'breaking" to either side. The
batter is fooled into letting an apparently wide ball slip over for a strike;
or into striking at an apparently good
ball, which curves out of reach.
The curve pitchers pay the price.
Muscles, bones and cords of his pitch- -

-

The place to wear your pearl necklace or your
l
necklace if you
want to be fashionable, is any place
you like except around your neck.
The more extraordinary the use you
devise for a strand of pearls the more
likely you are to be doing or wearing
the very .latest things. You may loop
it from ear to ear and let it droop alluringly on the pearly whiteness of
your neck Cleraldine Farrar wears
hers that way or you may twist it
around your psyche in the back. For
the latter purpose the strand has to

o'elivery.
Ads.

hydro-graphi- c,

Ads.

NEWLY

WEDS TO BE
FETED

J'

"

after it has made the loop
hair.
Some women wear a strand of pearls
like the chin strap on the little Tommy
Atkins hats which are so fashionable
this winter. One woman appeared in
a New York restaurant the other night
with a long pearl chain dropping from
one ear. Any way seems to be the
light way except the old way. It is
sf.id that, only hopeless old fogies
will be seen with their necklaces worn
where they belong about the necks.
waist-lin-

e

if the

IN LONDON.

4. Francis
Dec.
London,
Bowes
Sayre, and his bride, formerly Miss
JesBie Woodrow Wilson, will receive
much social attention while in London. Walter H. Page, the American
ambassador, has arranged two dinners in their honor. Sir Edward Grey,
and other prominent personages will
always be present.
Mrs. Page will give them a reception and Miss Page will give a luuoh-eofor Mrs. Sayre at the Authors'
always
club.

60-PEOPLE40

Cast and Beauty
Chorus Beyond Description
Our Own Orchestra

!

A ROSEBUD

!

1

VIOLATING

LABOR LAW

New York, Dec. 4. Jean Milton,
head chef of the
hotel,
was today fined $3,000 for violating
the immigration
laws by bringing
three assistants here, under contract,
from France.
Milton pleaded guilty
and asked leniency on the ground that
a good chef was as great an artist in
his profession as a famous singer was
in grand opera. The latter, he said,
was employed in much the same manner as he employed his assistants

GARDEN OF GIRLS

Each Girl a Fashion Plate
-

V' FINED
$3,000 FOR

1
1

FARRAR.
be very long, dropping almost to the

SEE THE SENSATIONAL
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'

.'.

THE STAIRS

and the

TURKEY

n

TROTTING

with the
Three Greatest Song
Hits of Any Opera on
the Stage this Season !
"Nihls of Gladness," "Roses Bloom
For Lovers," "Honeymoon."

frfce. $24)0, $1.50,and $1.00
Sears on Sale at Rexall Drug

Co. NOW.
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Bveryone has something to be thankful for. Just remember, it might be worse. It is presumed that almost
everybody who reads this is a subscriber, but if you are not, there are reasons why you should be. If
jvm iv a ouuavnuci, yuu iiiigui naiiu inese reasons to some one wnp.is not
Ned

The New Mexican is for the Best for New Mexico Every Time. New
Mexico is this paper's field. If New Mexico grows and prospers, The New
11 be
Mexican
indirectly benefitted. That's all The New Mexican asks.
w
New
Mexico. We'll Help You; You Help Us.
With
Tt

TUe

.

,

i

."LPS

5
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To Do

In The New Mexican you will find editorial comment on various live
Stat;e topics. In handling these subjects there is but one idea that rules
and that is to try tp bring out clearly the best course to follow for New Mexico as a wholes Better rhings--Bet- ter
Days for New Mexico that's the
idea.

"News of
The State Capital

The New Mexican specializes on State News such as develops at the
State Capital, but which is of interest to the different sections of the State.
The Supreme Court opinions are handled very fully. No lawyer . should
miss The New Mexican for this reason. Irrigation, good roads, education,
corporation news, every sort of news that develops in the State Capitol is
printed in The New Mexican. We mean it when we say that you cannot keep
abreast of the Progress and Development of New Mexico without being a
Regular Reader of The New Mexican.
d
buildPerhaps you did not know it, but it is a fact that in a
ing, especially constructed for this purpose, The New Mexican has assembled the Most Complete Modern Printing Plant to be found in New Mexico. There is not one blank book used in any state or county office that
The New Mexican cannot duplicate in every detail of paper, ruling, binding, etc. There is no job too small, nor none too large for The New Mexican to handle. And when The New Mexican turns it out, you can rest assured it is the best that can be done in the State.. If you doubt the above
statements, put us to the ttt. Let's keep New Mexico money at home.
well-lighte-
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House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights
$40.00
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price,' per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Avenue. Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
Bath,
House, Furnished, Good Location,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

FOR RENT
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Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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SQUARE DEMJHC

TnanKsgivinp

NEVER CHANGES. WE
ARE HERE wTH THE

5AME OLD 5QUARE.

HeanpariuiS

WHO WILL NOT CHANGE HIS MIND HAS NONE. THE
SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES,
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYIN G MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS.
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YEAR. NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE STILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEED
THAT JS THE SQUARE DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU
CHANGING
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
THE

MAN

MEN WHO
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" Money That

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
aw- -

General Manager
Editor

$5.00
$2.50
11.00

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarter, by carrier
Weekly, tlx months

You Can Put Your Hand

Is the Money That You Have in the Bank

President

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx month, by mall
Weekly, per year

1913.

"?JrSKJV.

Spanish Weekly

Branson M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs

4.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALLEY RANCH,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
. ..English Weekly
The New Mexican Review.

EINuevo Mexlcano

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

11.25

or

(1.60
I .60

r Booklet

Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

WHEN

PHONES:

--
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
His teachings, and partly the marches
l uuoin ui iiiioiiiuiiauio "

IT COMES TO
feet all this time. It seems that way
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UclCtV JbUlUe 0U UUU Jfflia dfcu ojiu fav.L
IT'S HARD TO REFORM the notion that she could not eat any
thing solid and therefor she must conso she
fine herself to the liquids,
sucked candy and drank milk: lived
to 73 years of age, and had no wor- do
What
ries of indigestion,
yon
know about that?

The Mohammedan invasion of Eur
ope, first by the Moors through Spain
and then by the Turks through the

On

"

I

This bank Invites the accounts of young men and women and deform banking connections with this old established
institution.
Banking to the depositor has been reduced to simplicity made
so by the personal service rendered every depositor,
Every person should have a "Reserve Fund" as a safeguard because there are times "when ready' cashisabsolutely ne"cessaryT""We
call your attention to the Certificates of Deposit issued by thTs
bank- 4 per cent interest from date of deposit;
Issued
in any
amount; negotiable by endorsement.
These are a few desirable
features.

sires that they

THE

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

PROFITS,

AND

OF SANTA FE
$245,000.00.

lialkan regions, were great movements for the spreading of a faith by
violence.
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institutions by force. The revolutionPaso Tituts Mays:
ary wars of France were wonderful
He Does It.
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lore-certan-.pto Dr. Pierce tts aheve.
riser
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Anything not

a food

which is taken into the

lates faster than

It

can be eliminated, and becomes a destroyer.

Besides, coffee contains caffeine, a
about 22 grains to the cup. It is well
quently causes heart trouble, nervousness,
ness serious handicaps to progress and

subtle poisonous drug
known that caffeine fresleeplessness and biliouscomfort.

If something is hindering your efforts, try the simple test of
leaving off coffee ten days and using Postum.
few days you begin to feel better sleep well, nerves
steady up and brain gets clear, you will know how to avoid that kind
If

after a

of trouble.
Postum, made only of prime wheat and a small percent of New
Orleans molasses, is a pure food'drlnk wholesome, nourishing and
delicious. It Is absolutely free from caffeine or any other drugs.
Postum comes In two forms.
must be well boiled to bring out its
and
food
value.
flavour
lightful
REGULAR

POSTUM

de-

INSTANT POSTUM
(the new form) is a soluble powder.
a
in
stirred
cup of hot water makes a delicious beverteaspoonful
Add
INSTANTLY.
sugar and cream to taste.
age
A

"There's a Reason"
for

POSTUM
Sold by grocers everywhere.

A

terrific windstorm swept over the

city last night, rattled the windows,
blew ashes out of the fireplaces, and
begave way to a heavy snow which In
gan to fall shortly after 3 a. m.
less than three hours an Inch had fallen and at noon today the snow flakes
were still coming down.

The

temperature

yesieiu,

the average
relative humidity was 73 per cent.
The mercury at 8 a. m. stood at 31
in this city. In other places it was as
follows:
Amarillo, 40; Bismarck, 28; Boise, 26 Cheyenne, 26; Dodge City, 46; Durango, 30; Flagstaff, 20; urana junction, 28; Helena, 14; Kansas City, 52;
Lander, 8; Los Angeles, 44; Modena,
14; Oklahoma, 54; Phoenix, 36; Portland, 32; Pueblo, 26; Rapid City, 26;
Rosehurg, 34; Roswell, 40; Salt Lake,
26; San Francisco, 46; Spokane, 28;
,
20;
Tonopah, 18; WilHston,
from

27 to 42 degrees;

Wiune-mucca-

12.

V'

N. M. 1'. M.

O. E.

N. SI.

Any person who desires to protest
holds Its regulat against the allowance of said proof,
sec
leisioR on the
or who knows ot any substantial rea- fotirtc
ond
snd
n ujh1(i, h(? ,aws a)d reguationa ot
Wednesday cf eacD ,
.,1,n.irlI11H.,,
whv Knch
month. Vliltlnsi
of sh(juW )1()t be aIowed wil, De
.
brothers are invu
n,
i,
till
umuj .ii ....
jfellU
ed and welcome
mentioned time and place to cross-ex-- I
F.DWARD P. DAV1E3,
amine the witnesses of said claimant
Exalted Kuler,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
C. H. WILSON
that submitted by claimant.
Secretary
FRANCISCO
DELGADO,
Register.
Fe
Santa
Camp
;
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

meets first Tuesday
of the Interior, U. S. Land
of each month, Odd Department
Office at Simla Fe, N. .VI., NovemHall.
Fellows'
ber 6, 1913.
neighbors wel(Republication)
come.
Notice is hereby given that Fran
A. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
cisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
small holding claim No. 5277, serial
No. 0152(i7, for Lot 1, Section 21, Lots
F. W. FARMER 4, 5 and (5, Section It!, Township 21 N ,
Homestead No.
Range 1 W., N. M. V. Meridian, has
2879, Brother filed notice of intention to make small
hood of Amerl
holding proof to establish claim to the
can Yoemen.
land above described, before Juan C.
Meets second Sandoval, l'. S. Commisioner. at Cuba,
and fourth Mon- N .M on the 12th day of December,
Vis-Itin- c
-

'

A. K

days of the

Ii

THE WEATHER

1

,.,.,.

i

J. B. Harry returned from the Hold
Joya with samples
:Top mines near
of the ore from several claims that
run high in gold, silver, copper and
jlead.
Surface specimens from claim No.
jl assay in gold equally to any of the
ifamous claims at Coldfleld, Nevada,
No. 2
iso we have been informed.
shows 38 per cent copper and runs
strong in gold and silver, while No.
3 has a vein of lead running 23 per
icent pure, with a strong showing of

e

PUBLICATION.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
.1. Salazar, R. A. Mlera.
all of Cuba,

SailUt Fe lvOdgeNo
P. O. E.
460, B.

LIFE IN FLAT CARS
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN RIDE FOR
SHEET IRON SIDES
THROUGH
PLOW
BULLETS
MAUSER
WHILE

MINING NEWS

system makes the eliminatlve processes work overtime to throw
It off. Often the unprofitable thing, when taken regularly, accumu-

H

MEXICO

WAR-TOR- N

NEW MEXICO

Coffee isn't a food.

Moil

i

OF REBEL BULLETS

FOR

NOTICE

Department of the Interior.
United Suites Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1911.
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed no- Mice of his intention to make final
nroof in siiDDort of his claim under
sections l(i and 17 of the act of March
(L'S Stats., 854), as amended
li, 1831
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C, Sandoval, U.
S. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
V. Akers of Santa
11)13, viz: John
Fe, N. Jl., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SW'4 NV4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N ,

Siiutii Fe Comuianflti
No. 1, K. T. Regulat

j

Coffee Drinking

FOR KENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply D. d. l.owitzki. 22ti San Francisco.

are verv susceptible to croup, easily!
Santa Fo Lodge of Pe"
I
o ch cold.
give them Foley's llon-oftlbti fection No. 1, 14! h demill Tjir fVininoniiil and in every
gree. Ancient and Ac
instance they get prompt relief and j
cepted Scottish Rite ol
are soon cured. We keep it at home
Free Masonry meetB Ob
The
CapSold
by
and
prevent croup."
New Mexican Want Ads. always
iho third Mondav of each month at
Hal
Pharmacy.
'7:30 o'clock in the evening In the New
bring results. Try it.
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially Invited to attend
E. C. ABBOTT, 32',
AMERICAN REFUGEES RUN A GAUNTLET
Venerable Master
CHAS. A. WHEEI.ON, Secy.

v- -

The average man has about all he can do to get ahead without
bucking the setbacks to mind and body from

Fori KENT 10 room house opposite Elks opera house. Hath electric
lights and range. O. C Watson & Co.

No

conclave
GUARDING AGAINST ' ROUP.
day in each month al
The best safeguard against croup Is
Masonic Hall at 7:30
n m
u liottle nf Uiilr-v'- s
Honey and Tar
WESLEY O. CONNER. JR E C
P. H. Ginn,
Compound in the house.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
Mlddleton, Ca., writes: "My children j

Ros-we-

silver and gold.
It is all local capital here that is
interested in these claims and all indications go to show that the gentlemen interested have struck a bonanza. The mines are located on the La
Joya grant about five miles from a
village by that name, and only about
a mile and a half from the Santa Fe
rnilwav. with the building of a bridge
across the Rio Grande shipping facili
ties for the ore will be easy.
There are rumors that a camp of
1500 population will soon be established
The men Interested have plenty
'of capital behind them to push this
enterprise and make it one oi me
most successful enterprises of the kind
jin the state.
There is said to be enough ore in
next
sight to keep it working for the
that
fifty years. The expectations are
the ore will increase in value percent-!agwith depth. Development work
lis progressing rapidly and all are well
pleased with the results obtained.
Socorro Chieftain.

M

M.

fourth

tation mostly snow in the higher regions, lias continued over the plains
country, the southwest and eastern
Temperatures
ttlopu of the Rockies.
continue moderate, and no severe
weather is reported. Conditions favor a continuation of partly cloudy
weather in this section over Friday,
with probably more snow: slightly
cooler tonight.

front room.

'FOR KENT Five well furnished
rooms. Cor. Don (Jaspar and Manhattan Sts. I'lione 147 W.

Secretary.
i

U

'
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Regulm
second
Monday of each moutb
Hall a
at Masonic
7:30 p. in.
J. A. MASS1E.
H. P
SELIGMAN,

i

B

FOR KENT Furnished
Apply 212 McKenzie St.

convocation

Over-holse-

Pulling
Against
Handicaps

A.

R.

1.

IA

M.

Regular conimiim
cation first Monday
of each month at

Hall
Masonic
7: SO.
E. R. PAUL. W
CHA8. E. LIN'NEY. Secretary.

1
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No. 1, A F. & A.

jf

when taken systematically and for any period of time. It is not a"curc-all,but has given uniform satisfaction for over forty years, being designed for
u,.u.
tne single purpose ui tuuu wuuioua

Sold In liquid form or tablets by

Montezuma

A

"'y

DR. PIERCE'S

five-da- y

s

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

iriave Nerves

t

11913.

month at the
He names the following witnesses to
Fireman's Hall.
prove his actual, continuous, adverse
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
possession of said tract for twenty
t'nr. Sue. David ftnnzMen.
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Trannuilino Romero, Jose Andres
No. 2, Knlghls of
Arcliibcque, Celso Sandoval, Felipo
meets Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Pythias
every Second and
Any person who desires to protest
Fourth Friday of against the allowance of said proof,
8
ithe month at
or who knows of any substantial
o'clock p. m.
reason under the laws and regulations
Meeting In K.. of the interior department why such
Hall over proof should not be allowed will be
of P.
Kaune's store.
given an opportunity at the
All visiting
time and place to
the witnesses of Baid claimKnights are most
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
cordially invited.
H. F. STEPHENS. C. C.
of that submitted by claimnnt
FRANCISC
REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.
i

i

cross-examin- e

i
i

A.

UNION OF AMERICA
FRATERNAL
its regular
Lodge No. 259, holds
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month al Fireman'6 hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
who ran a gauntlet j DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Mexico.

'1

Kimbro, says: "For se
Foley's Honey and Ta:
been my household r
coughs, colds, and ltn
numhas given permanent i .......
and
obstinate
of
cases
coughs
of
ber
two children
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Davenport and their
colds." Contains no opiates.. Refuse
'of Mexican bullets on armoured flat cars in
ODD FELLOWS, substitutes.
Sold by The Capital
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Pharmacy,
tection and all went well until the
Santa Fe Lodg
country became infested with roving
and
.... .
who plundered
meets
.. . was ..
bandits
regular'.j
,
tnrowii on urn icmiu, w. 7nnt
light
national- every Thurnday evening at 8 o'clock
interior Mexico by killed wantonly regardless of
ditions of
in Odd Fellows H. 11. Visiting broth
the harrowing tale of death, danger
ert always welcome.
"We appealed to the federal
eBcape told by A. C.
and
who, with his wife and two ment for protection and 200 soldiers
children recently arrived here by were sent. The Indians resented this PROFESSIONAL CARDS
steamer from Vera Cruz after having saying we broke faith, and attacked
us. They were 6,000 strong, all well
run a gauntlet of rebel bullets.
ATTORNEYSATLAW.
Davenport and his family, with armed with Mauser and Remington
about 50 other Americans many of rifles the loot of captured garrisons,
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
"We lined the inside of two trains
them women and children were un- loaded
City Attorney.
der furious rebel fire for three hours of flat cars with sheet iron,
them
and Capital City Bank Building,
while they ran for safety on a train of the women and children on
Rooms
started on our death ride. The road
flat cars.
R'Y
Santa Fe, New Mexicc
&
"I was stationed at a copper smelter was in bad shape and progress was
A.
near Teziutlan, state of Pueblo," said slow. At every bend we were metv
Davenport. "The country is inhabited- with heavy fire. Mauser bullets plow-b- Chis. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easle
TIME TABLE
fearless Indians descend- ed through the sheet iron as through
cruel
EASLEY A EAJLF.Y,
tissue paper, ttieven soiuiers wpre
ants o f the Aztec .
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
To Be Effective December 7,1911.
The Indians under General Juan killed. There were eleven women in
Practice in the Courts an ualar.
Francisco Lucas, had promised us pro- the party but all escaped."
a. m. to eon
Land Department.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10
and
Land grants and titles examinee.
nect with No. 3 westbound
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Ofllce, Estat
IF CONSTIPATED OR
No. 10 eastbound
11:45 a.
BILIOUS "CASCARETS"
da, N. M.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe
war-tor-

bnZ

.?l.

Vivid

war-tor-

For quick results,
little "WANT."

n.

govern-llavenpor-

h

j

j

17-1- 8

T.,

j

S. F.
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BECOMES

EX-HER-

O

Petoskey, Mich., Dec. 4. How W.
former congressman from
the Tenth Michigan district "killed"
his deer this fall has ceased to be a
mystery, for "Bill" has confessed.
Mt. Mesick wandered
away from
camp and could not find his way back.
Finallv he came across two Swedes
hauling a large doe.
"I'll give you $10 for that deer," said
Mesick.
"Ay take it," said the nimrods in
chorus.
They took it and Mesick took the
doe. Then he remembered he was
hmiip. Ouieklv nroducing paper he
wrote a check, telling the Swedes they
could cash It at the nearest bank.
So Mr. Mesick was the hero. The
deer was hung up as the first in camp,
anH thn former senator was compli
mented on his skill until next day.
Then appeared two Swedes.
"No good." they said, waiving Me- slck's formidable check.
Then they cut the doe and lugged
S. Mesick,

Local Data.
Highest temperature this date last
year 39; lowest, 21. Extreme mis
date, 41 years record, highest, 61 in
1878; lowest, 9 in 1909.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
and Friday partly cloudy and threatening, probably snow; cooler tonight.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Friday snow In north, rain In south portion; colder in northwest portion tonight.
Conditions.
The storm center has remained
practically stationary over northern
Arizona and northwest New Mexico
since Monday morning, with higher
barometer overspreading the regions
to the north and west The latter,
however, bas gradually decreased it away.
Exit Mr. Mesick as a hero.
since Wednesday morning. Preclpi- -

For Sick Headache, Sour Stomach,
Sluggish Liver and Bowels They
Work While You Sleep.
box.
Get a
Take a Carcaret tonight to cleanse
your Liver, Stomach and Bowels, ane.
you will surely feel great by morning.
You men and women who have headache, coated tongue, can t sle.v. lire
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disorders ! stomach, or
have backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your towels cla.ir.
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few d
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food an.1
foul gass; take the excess bil" from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Carscaret tonlghc will
A
straighten you out by morning
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the children.

8. W. PRICHARD,
.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LswPractices in all the District Courli
and gives special attention to cassi
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin BIdg., Santa Fe, N. M

m.
No. 3 carries

passengers to Albuand to Pacific
locally,
querque,
Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque

DR. W. HUME

Dentist
Over SylU Jwiry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. a. te I
And by Appointment.
.

T. F. TANNUS,

with

"Cut-off- "

train 'or Clovis and Pecos

BROWN,

M. D.

Specialist for
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 p. m.
Office: Capital City Bank Building.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working tor you. for Santa Fe and
the new stste.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

Vat-le-

y

points.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. . No. 4 takes passengers for Chicago and Kansas
City Daily and for Denver Wednesdays and Saturdays,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
m.
PASSENGER

DEPOT PHCNE 42 W.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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OFFICIAL.

27iE "MOVIES" WILL TEA OH
TANGO cHND HESITATION WALTZ
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F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

JUST RECEIVED

Famous Empress Flour

Phone

H

ANDREWS

'

.i

I.The Reliable Hardware Store.

INSURANCE DEPT.
CASE ARGUED IN
SUPREME COURT
The state insurance
department
case was argued in the supreme court
this morning. The title of the case is
the state of New Mexico, ex rel, Jaco-bChaves, vs. W. G. Sargent, state
auditor.
In this case the state superintendent of insurance seeks to compel the
state auditor to pay his salary, although the last legislature did not provide for it in its regular appropriation
bill. The case is very similar to the
action
mounted
recently
police
brought in the supreme court which
was decided against the mounted police, and resulted in the abolition of
that office. There is this difference
however, in the case of the mounted
police, there was a specific repeal of
some of the provisions of the original
act in a subsequent law, while in the
insurance department. case, there is
but an implied repeal of the original
law, which made the pay of the superintendent a continuing appropriao

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

1

. Li

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

and

PORCH

ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

PLAN.

Meals a la Carte.

Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.

WHOLESALE

BY

AND

THE WEEK

RETAIL

': SoU Agent. For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds In bulk and packaf ;

45

.

LEO HERSCH

Application Approved.
Water application No. 750 was approved today by the state engineer.
In this application, Lester B. Farnsworth, of Bluewater, applied for 14.22
second feet from Pintada arroyo to be
stored to the amount of 4200 acre feet
for the irrigation of 2070 acres. The
estimated cost of the irrigation works
lis $10,7,"0.
j

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phona Black

and E. R. Wright presented the insurance department's side of the case.
This afternoon the case of state of
New Mexico ex rel Isaac B. Beach
vs. the state board of loan commissioners was argued and submitted.

SPECIAL RATES

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
ALFaLFA SEED.

tion.
Ira L. Grimshaw,

assistant attorney
general, represented the state auditor

Inspection Last Night

The regimental staff officers,
the
band and company E of the First reginational guard,
ment, New Mexico
were inspected last evening by Gov-

Phone Black ernor McDonald and Adjutant General

45

H. T. Herring. The men and officers
made an exceptionally good showing

nd today expressions of regret were jat the library. Beautiful fancy
heard that more of the citizens of San-tembroideries, dolls, aprons, home
Fe were not out to witness the local jmade bread, pies and other tempting
representatives in the military arm of articles for the table, candy, tea, cot-- i
m
jthe service on dress parade. This is fee, ice cream and cake, to say hoth-- :
will
enable every
the opening of a statewide inspection ing of .Mother Goose,
of tho guard by the governor and the ,oue to spend a pleasant afternoon.
adjutant general. The next date is at Come and see us if you do not care m
Las Vegas tomorrow evening where :t.o buy.
the company will be inspected. The
Married In Catholic Church Jus- gent'ial public iu Invited 10 be present tice and Mrs. J. M. Garcia have receibe lighted
on flu se occasions.
ved word that their daughter Carmellta
removing
in the
Garcia, has been remarried
to rewick.
or
Schools.
B.
to
at
J.
Mershand
Catholic church,
Curry County
At all dealers.
The state educational department Glen wood, Iowa. The first ceremony
statistician is again ai work and has was performed outside of the church,
THE CONTINENTAL
OIL COMPANY
prepared figures on Curry county for Justice Garcia stated today, but that
(Incorporated b Colorado)
It shows 53 districts following a Catholic mission Mr. and
the year J912
Pueblo
1
Denver
f
Albuquerque
by
In Curry county; C5 teachers employ- iMrs. Mershand were married
v.,
ed. 21 of them men and 44 of them priest.
Perfumes and Toilet
women. One holds a life certificate;
A
l0 have first grade; ;;S second grade the favorite odors and ."tn4i6B"
and 10 hold third grade certificates. big assortment all sizes and prices.
'I ! e average monthly salary is $17 21. Be sure to put this down on your list,
The average for the men teachers is Zook's, The Rexall Store,
Fine Apples A- G. Woodford, the
$51.31 and for the women $45.30. The
total monthly payroll was $3070.50. jorchardist of Tesnque, has sent the
The monthly salary ranges from $20 a chamber of commerce officials a box
month to $lU.5o. The total school jof Stark's Delicious apples. They are
months taught was 319 and the aver- inot merely "delicious" in name; they
are
by apple lovers the
age was 5.37 months. Forty eight out most pronounced fruit
ever received
appetizing
of the 05 teachers taught five months
hunor more. The sum of $17,182.25 was here. Mr. Woodford has many
di ed boxes of the king of fruits which
Of
the
year.
paid In salaries during
he ships to eastern points. The ap- the school buildings 54 are owned and
are good advertisements for San-- ;
pies
reoH
six rented. Twenty one districts
ta Fe county.
port libraries having an aggregate value of $474.70. Agriculture is taught in FRESNO DAN GETS
three schools; domestic science in
HALF OF RUSSEL ESTATE.
Attorney Francis C. Wilson, appoint- misrepresentation of the Indian policeone and manual training in two. Of
ed by Judge W. H. Pope to defend the man who had tried to arrest some of
tho school buildings, 57 are of frame
Cambridge, Mass., De'c. 4. "Fresno eight Navajo alleged warriors now in these Navajos that Btarted the report
and one each of adobe, brick and Dan' 'whose claim as Daniel Blake the IT. S. court on a charge of resist- that the Indian agency at Shiprock
stone.
to be raided. One of the Indians
Russell, son of the late Daniel
ing officers of the .law, pleaded this was
of Melrose, and heir to half of afternoon that the reports sent out who came home and missed his wife
jthe $500,000 estate was acknowledged from Farmington to the newspaper or wives, believed that the Indian poby court and family, receives half of reading world about VJncle Sam facing liceman had stolen the women and
the estate of Wm. C. Russell, under another Indian war were "grossly ex- naturally resented the act, Mr. Wilson
iMr. Russell's will, filed today. The aggerated.-'
Father Webber, the noted explained.
(will gave no indication of the value Catholic missionary priest of St. MichConcluding, the attorney assured
of the estate.
aels, ArizonA, backed up Mr. Wilson's Judge Pope that never was there a
more suitable occasion to exercise
Twenty-fivthousand dollars of the statement.
this
The Indians were arraigned
bequest is in the form of a trust fund
to be administered by F. C. Almy, ex- - afternoon, and they presented a less because these Indians are poor," he
ecutor of Daniel Russell's estate. The spectacular appearance than yester- added, "but because of their deficiencies in intelligence."
residence goes to" other relatives,
day when they made their debut in
TJ. S. District
William C. Russell, who was the court. Many of them left their blanAttorney Summers
central figure in the identity contest jkets outside the court room and as Burkhnrt and Assistant U. S. Attorney
which has been before the courts for
the
was making his speech, K. C. Abbott, Jr., represented
four years, died Saturday.
'the Indians leaned their bodies for- prosecution.
Both Father Webber and Chee
ward and lowered their chins like
FRISCO WATER SUPPLY
Fletcherites about to swallow a well Dodge, the well known interpreter,
were asked by the court to make stateBILL IS DEBATED. (digested morsel.
Mr. Wilson scored the Indian po-- ' ments concerning the recent disorder
at Shiprock which spread alarm all
Washington, D. C., Dec. 4. Conside- licemen who had figured in the trouble
ration of the bill to allow Sau Francis- at Shiprock, charging they had handl- over the country and which resulted
co to take a water supply from the ed the truth carelessly, had lacked in Uncle Sam sending out some troops
to impress the Indians with the ImHetch Hetchy Valley waB resumed in tact. He said that the Indians had
portance of "being good."
irritated
been
three
up
by
locking
the senate today with Senator ThompNew Mexican Want Aus always
son of Kansas delivering a speech in women without the husband of one ol
no time," he continued,
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Tucumcarl Case SecededIn the supreme court today, a decision in cases Nos. 1553 and 1554, entitled the city of Tucumcari vs. D. A.
Belmore, Jr., from Quay county was
handed down.
D.
City of Tucumcari, appellee, vs.
A. Belmore, Jr., appellant, Quay county.
These cases both arise out of judgments for violation of an ordinance
j
Hour
Auto
Hour
Auto Delivery Every
Delivery Every
of the city of Tucumcari. The first
case is a judgment, for violation of
nection 6 of ordinance No. 47, which
prohibits wooden buildings within cerANOTHER CAR OF
tain prescribed fire limits of the city,
and the second case is a judgment for
the violation of section 18 of the or
dinance, which prohibits the keeping
land maintaining of such buildings
w ithin such fire limits, each day they
are so kept or maintained constltut- PhoneNo-ing a separate offence.
No. 4
Judgment of the court below, modi
fied and as modified affirmed.
Syllabus by the Court.
1. The addition or omission of the
suffix "jr." is immaterial in either a
civil or criminal proceeding. The
person so styled is presumed, in the
absence of some proof to the con-- j
trary to be the same person referred
in whenever his name appears with.
M or without, the sudixPI
uIipiv. in n inilirnient covering
several cases, by inadvertance or otherwise, one or more cases are included over which the court had no jurisdiction to render judgment, this court
lias jurisdiction under section 38 of
chapter 57 of the laws of 1907, to modify the judgment by eliminating such
case, or cases, from the judgment.
3. Where a city ordinance is not before the court, and where a judgment
for violation of the same is an ordinary judgment for money, in the
amount of a fine, and where no imprisonment is imposed, and where the
nature of the act charged against the
defendant Is not criminal in character
and is not punishable by any general
law of the state, but relates solely to
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaca local regulation of the city for the
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
safety and welfare of its inhabitants,
Gend out of town for anything you may need In the Hardware Line,
the proceeding will be treated by this
court as a civil and not a criminal proSTORE Is complete,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
ceeding.
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
of the
4. Where the certificate
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
trial judge to an alleged bill of excepGO TO
tions is not certified to by the clerk
of the court, and is not shown to have
EEACH MAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
been filed in the clerk's office, neither
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."
the alleged bill of exceptions to which
it relates, nor the said certificate will
be considered by this court.
.
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No eyestrain with the Rayo its
light is soft and steady. Durable,
simple and attractive.
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WANTED, EXTRA SALESLADIES.
APPLY AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Our regular fresh stock of the beBt
5? cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's,
The Rexall Store.
Masons to Sup The Montezuma
lodge A. F. & A. M. No. 1 will give a
supper at 6 p. an. tomorrow followed
by work in the E. A. and F. C. degree.
Visiting Masons are cordially invited
to attend.
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand to
iron into a
convert your electric
cooking device.
MAN WANTED
Elegantly furnished
room, heat, light and bath. Close to
Capitol. $12. "TOWNSEND."
Big Dance
Tonight At the Elks
Club House tonight will be staged the
first of their winter dances, beginning
at 9 p. m. Luncheon will be served
during intermission, and The Elks
orchestra will dispense all the latest
danceB. Tickets are $1.00 per couple,
r.nd invitations can be procured from
all members of the entertainment
committee, or at the Club House.
Opens Office Dr. T. F. Tannus lias
about completed the arrangement of
his offices in the Capital City Bank
building, third floor, and will be ready
to see patients on Friday, December
5th. Practice limited to the treatment of the eye, ear, nose and throat.
29,
November
LOST Saturday
1913, Gold watch fob, signet seal charm
engraved "R". Reward if returned to
A. E. P. Robinson.
No Dance Dee. 20. Owing to the
numerous events scheduled on the social calendar this month Manager
Hall, of the DeVargas Hotel, has decided to give no dance on the night
of Saturday December 20. The next
dance at the DeVargas Hotel will be
New Years' eve. This will be a great
event. An elaborate supper will precede the dance.
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
wholesome fun, too. One - of our
Kodaks will help you to entertain and
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Elect Officers The annual election
of officers of W'oodmen of the World
was held last night and resulted as
follows: A. P. Hill, C. C; R. L. Baca, A. L.; H. S. Kaune, banker; H. S.
Lutz, clerk; A. F. Weise, escort; J.
Catanac, watcliman; Manuel Padilla,
sentry; Miguel Gorman, trustee for a
Most of the
period of three years.
above officers were reelected, having
held the same positions during the
year just closed.
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
formerly professor at National Conservatory in the City of Mexico; director of the Mendelssohn Conservatory at Chihuahua; who has studied in
Berlin, will be pleased to give lessons
in violin, violincello, piano and in
on application.
Terms
harmony.
Phone 2j5 W., residence of Frank
Plomteaux, 114 Cerrillos street, Santa
Fe.
Where Perez Fell The fa titer of
Don Demetrio Perez was not killed at
Santa Cruz de la Canada, according to
local historians, but was killed on
Agua Fria Road in this city in the Indian uprising of 1833, and the spot
where lie fell is marked by a monument just below Dr. Harroun's place
on Agua Fria road. Demetrio Perez
who died in Las Vegas the first of the
week, was buried yesterday afternoon
at 2 p. m. He was 79 years of age.
Don't Forget the Guild sale tomor
row, Friday afternoon at three o'clock

THEATRICAL MANAGER FILES
BANKRUPTCY PETITION.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 4. A voluntary
petition in bankruptcy scheduled liabilities of $95,651 and assets of $10S
was filed here today by Wm. P. Cul-le-

a theatrical manager. Richard
Carle and the estate of Richard Mansfield are among the creditors.

Coffee

ftcliilling'a Best in tho
morning, as an
to wake up

-:

yonr

HATS
A Fine Christmas Gift!

BEAUTIFUL SCARP VEILS,
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,

Handsome Plumes, pffnncvor
Ostrich, which will make an elegant gift ; also many other articles I carry will make Xmas jcif ts

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST

CORNEh'PLAZA.

bet-

ter self; to let you glimpse
the sunshine through the
fog and see the silver
ing on the cloud.

Feared Santa Fe;
Mr. Wilson caused several people in
the court to smile as he described the
reason why the Indians had refused to
submit to arrest and be brought to
Santa Fe. He potnted out that the
Navajos had heard that some of their
brethren had come down here some
time ago and found a trip to Santa Fe
"very expensive." This was not due
to the high cost of living here, but to
fines imposed on the red men, but the
Shiprock Indians got it into their
heads that it was the trip.
Thought Them Kidnaped?
Mr. Wilson declared that it was a

Chinese Lily Bulbs
Cents a Piece

lin-

15

Schilling's Best Coffee ,ln 9XO-- : r
ma tight caus, cleanly granu-- .
lated, moneyback.
"

I "PHONE

The Clarendon Garden,
12

PS

SANTA FE, N. M.

MultiKopy Caibon Paper gives
copies so clean and clear that oftentimes they look like originals. They
don't fade or blur, because MultiKopy
is made, not by
methods, but in the light of
long, scientific experiments that have
revealed the best way of making
carbon paper right.
rule-of-thun- ib

CARBON PAPER
is more than that: MultiKopy is
economical ; a single sheet will make
good copies of a hundred different
writings ; and if you want many different duplicates, MultiKopy will
make twenty readable copies at one

The Tragedy
Of the Faded
Carbon Copy
Carbon copy that can't be read
is worse than a tragedy it's a business crime, unpardonable from every
A

point of view.
Why do you make copies of

let-

ters and documents? They are
your records and they may become
your evidence in a lawsuit There
is no justification for having anything
but'clear. clean, permanent copies.
NEW

writing.
Made in black, blue, purple, red
and green; in six varieties to meet
every requirement. Regular Finish
MultiKopy, It. wt, makes 20 copies
at one time on onion-ski- n
paper;
medium, 8 ; billing, 6. Hard Finish
MultiKopy, It. wt, 16; medium, 6;
billing, 4.

tor

Send for a FREE Sample Sheet
You need

it

You will never have

your stenographic department on a
sound business basis of reliability
and economy until you equip it with
MultiKopy Carbon Paper and Star
Brand Typewriter Ribbons.
Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons are
guaranteed to give 75,000 impressions
L.
of the letters "a" or "e" without
clogging type so as to show on the paper.

MEXICAN. PRINTI NG COMPANY,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

AGENTS.
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